Brightsight receives accreditation
from Common Criteria Scheme Turkish Standards Institution
Delft, The Netherlands, 26th of January 2016: Brightsight is proud to announce that as of the 22nd of January
they are accredited to perform Common Criteria (CC) security evaluations on behalf of the Turkish Standards
Institution.
Brightsight is very pleased with this additional accreditation. Dirk-Jan Out, CEO at Brightsight,
says: “Now customers can benefit from choosing yet another scheme to perform their security evaluation. The benefits for developers worldwide are twofold: firstly, a wider choice in CC
schemes helps with reliable planning and speeds up time-to-market. Secondly, because CC
schemes employ different models towards certification, Brightsight is hence able to choose the
best-fitting scheme for the developer’s product.”
Turkish Standards Institution (TSE) is a highly skilled CC scheme based in Ankara, Turkey. TSE is the international standards body of Turkey that operates in diverse fields of quality infrastructure that includes certification,
testing, training as well as surveillance and inspection activities. Their knowledgeable team of experts work in
an efficient manner resulting in stringent turn around times.
Brighsight is the number one security lab in the world. Adding an extra scheme to its portfolio contributes to
Brightsight’s vision to maintain their position in the market and to keep their reliable and efficient reputation.
This accreditation is the fifth CC scheme Brightsight is able to perform evaluations for. For more information on
Brightsight’s services and areas of expertise, please visit www.brightsight.com.
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ABOUT BRIGHTSIGHT
Devices that store secure data require protection on both hardware and software level. Thorough security evaluation on Integrated Circuits, software applications and systems is mandated by industry schemes and organisations, to protect sensitive data. Without certification, security products cannot be launched.
Brightsight offers security evaluations and certificates on behalf of the major payment schemes and industry
organisations to ensure the right level of security is obtained. These services are provided to IC manufacturers,
(embedded) secure device manufacturers, card suppliers and service providers.
Brightsight can assure the quickest turn-around time of product evaluations, because it has the most accreditations from industry organisations, the largest team of security evaluators and the most extensive evaluation equipment. We’re client-focused and can assist you in your local language.
Brightsight is a knowledge-based company. Our international team of experts stay up to date with the latest technologies and requirements to ensure the most reliable and efficient evaluation process possible for our customers.
Our ambition is to grow our team to maintain our position as the world’s number one security lab, on both quantity
and quality levels.
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